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Golf is back! Have a great season!
It's official! Golf clubs are open since May 16th in Ontario and May 20th in Québec. The good news has
been enthusiastically welcomed by all our members, clubs and golfers! To help you get the season off to a
better start, a few tools are made available to you:

Protocol for the opening of Québec golf courses (PDF)
For Ontario golf courses (Golf Ontario)
Poster - Acting as a responsible golfer (PDF)
How to act as responsible golfers (video - in French)

What's new?

Sept-Îles kicks off the golf
season
As they are located much further east than most
other clubs in the province, the directors of the
Sainte-Marguerite Golf Club in Sept-Îles took
advantage of their early sunrise to kick off the
Québec golf season. Their first foursome teed off
at 4:31 a.m. on Wednesday! Read more (in
French).

The professional and general manager Jean-Pierre Morin, well distanced from the members of the
Blouin-Noël family who live under the same roof, invites you to show us how things are going for you
and to share your first outings of the summer with the hashtags #Coupdedepart2020,
#GolfeurResponsable, #ResponsibleGolfer, #SortezGolfez and #GetOutPlayGolf.

Your handicap will be valid despite temporary changes
With respect to recreational golf, guidelines have been developed to help you better understand how the
rules of handicap can be temporarily adapted while preventative measures are put in place due to the
COVID-19. As such, your handicap index will remain valid.
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Update: June activities
Unfortunately, the opening of golf courses does not
mean the opening of the competitive season. Golf
Québec continues to work closely with government
authorities and Public Health Department to ensure
that competitions can take place this season. Find
out what's new for the month of June.

U.S. Open no longer 'open,' eliminates qualifying
for major

Take the ball out of the cup in a sanitary way
As it is now forbidden to touch the flags, what can you do to get your ball back after holing it? Inspired by a
golf/COVID-19 device he saw, the owner of the Saint-Zotique Golf Club, Daniel Pilon, and one of his
members, Martin Fortier, joined forces to rethink and manufacture a Made-in-Québec model. It is a device
attached to the flagstick with a tray at the base, which rests in the bottom of the hole once installed. It is
equipped with a hook that serves as a lever that is activated with the putter's head to pull the ball out. They
are ready to deliver 1,000 unit per week. Read more on Au19e.ca (in French).

The advantage of a digital membership
As we continue to enhance our digital platforms to provide members with a more convenient and
seamless digital experience, Golf Québec and Golf Canada are pleased to introduce a digital membership
card that will be available through the Golf Canada Score Centre this spring.

To further reduce person-to-person touchpoints, we are eliminating the bulk delivery of the physical
Welcome Kit to golf clubs in 2020. These kits will still be available for home delivery, but only on an “as-
requested” basis by individual members through their Score Centre profile.

GET OUT, PLAY GOLF - Follow us on Facebook and Instagram

Where can you play? Where can you learn?#GetOutPlayGolf

Rules according to Édouard
Questions Rule #1 (Part 2)

Player A and Player B are having a coffee before starting the round of
a club competition. They agree they will rake any footsteps that would
affect the lie of a ball in a bunker before hitting a stroke. Read more
on Golf Martial Lapointe.

Questions: Rule #2

A ball lies in a bunker touching also a red line (penalty area) and the player can’t play the stroke because
it is in an unplayable lie. What are the player’s options? Read more on Golf Martial Lapointe.
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Increase your understanding of the Rules of Golf
There has never been a better time to brush up on and improve your knowledge of the Rules of Golf. Golf
Canada’s Rules Education Program offers a fun, easy and FREE way to learn Rules of Golf basics. Read
more.

Do you need a rules book? A decisions book? Visit the Golf Canada online store.

Canadian athletes and coaches in isolation: Who to consult in
case of need?
The current situation may lead to more athletes and coaches wanting to call on specialists in psychology,
sport psychology, mental training, etc. without however knowing who to call upon. No surprise there given
that in the field of mental health, many consultants have the skills to help the overall population. It may
therefore be hard to know who to contact when they feel the need to identify, share and analyze their
thoughts and emotions. Read more on Sport'Aide.

Regional news

Avoid travelling too much between regions
You have noticed that, at the moment, it is strongly discouraged to travel between regions to go and play.
Until the situation improves enough to lift this rule, we invite you to consult the list of clubs that may
welcome you near where you live. Don't forget to reserve your tee time by phone or online.

Golf lessons, only individually
Another new restriction brought with the preventive measures to counter the COVID-19 pandemic is that
you will be able to take lessons with a teaching professional, but with physical distancing and only
individually. Group lessons are not yet permitted.

Mauricie | Gilles Bourassa has passed away
It was with great emotion that we learned of the passing of a great man. Gilles Bourassa has passed
away, but his name will remain forever in the memories of golfers in the Mauricie region and in Québec.

Competitive athletes and events

NCAA News
After many years of effort, Lory Paradis' dream
came true. At the beginning of May, she signed up
for Fresno State University in California, where she
will play on the Bulldogs' women's golf team
alongside fellow Quebecer Brigitte Thibault.
(Photo by the Paradis-Bisson family)

Life is good for Béatrice Grisé who, in addition to
getting an agreement with the University of Texas
to pursue her studies in communications and to be
part of the institution's golf team, was honoured as
athlete of the year at Collège André-Laurendeau.

You might also like to read: Rester ambitieux en
dépit des circonstances.

The Fondation Sport-Études
salutes Brandon Rattray's
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perseverance
The Fondation Sport-Études recognizes Brandon
Rattray's perseverance through its Fondation
Desjardins Sport-Études bursary program. He is
the recipient of a $500 bursary from Fondation
Desjardins for Cégep André-Laurendeau. Despite
some difficulties with his French class, Brandon
has shown perseverance and discipline, found
extra help and successfully maintained good
academic results. Read more (in French).

Pat Fletcher Scholarship Foundation
Application for the Pat Fletcher Scholarship Foundation is open to any Canadian student under the age of
25 who is in need of financial assistance for the purpose of pursuing an education at the post secondary
level. It is still time to apply for financial support. Deadline: May 31, 2020.

TaylorMade Driving Relief match raises more than $5.5 million
Sunday’s match at Seminole in Florida between the teams of Rory McIlroy-Dustin Johnson and Rickie
Fowler-Matthew Wolff was the cornerstone of a charitable effort as live televised golf was played for the
first time since the golf calendar was shut down two months ago due to the coronavirus pandemic. Read
more.

e-Golf Québec covers the activities of the Québec Golf Federation, our sport development programs in the
province of Québec, as well as our partners' offers and activities. By subscribing, you accepted to receive
messages from Golf Québec partners provides additional funding to support good for the game initiatives
such as Golf in Schools and other junior programming. Thank you for supporting golf in Québec.
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